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be a curved line as shown in Figure 4, in 
Which the pad 15, which comprises the in 
tegral thickening of the rear Wall, has a 
Cur wed front f:t ce 18 which produces a great 
er concentration of the mass adjacent the 
vertical plane passing through the center 
of the striking face. By concentrating the 
Weight directly behind the center of the 
striking face, the tendency of the club head 
to turn as a ball is imp]'Operly stJ'uCk, is 
greatly reduced. Whether the ball, is 
struck on the heel or the toe of the striking 
face, the position of the mass of the head is 
so placed that the club head tends to fol 
low through in its proper line of mOwement 
and is not twisted by improper impact 
:against the ball. 
When desired, the Weight of the he:ad may 

be increased by filling the ca wity therein' 
with water and for this purpose. I ha\'(? 
provided an apertu1'e, prefel':ably in the tOe 
of the club, which is closed by a plug 1f', 
preferably of the screW threaded variety. 
When it is desired to increase the Weight of 

?? the head, the plug 17 may be rem]Owed :und 
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liquid poured into the head and the plug 
replaced. 

I have found that with a hollow golf 
club head constructed as disclosed herein, 
a good golf player Will lengthen his drive 
approximately 25 yards. This is due, in my 
opinion, to the resiliency Of the club head, 
its perfect balance and the distribution of 
the metal in the head. 

I olain : 
A. golf club head comprising a hollow 

1ametal body cast as a complete integ1':al struc 
ture and hawing a front striking face, and a 
}'e:a]]'' | wall being thickened to constitute a 
substantial portion of the total Weight of 
said head, the ta1:SS of said rear' wall being 
symmetrically disposed with relation to a 
wertical pl; me 1ao!'}m:al to : mad bisecting said 
st 'iking f??ce, the 1’gia:ainder of the Walls of 
8:aid head being Irelatively lighter ' in com 
stI'?? 1ction (:Omjn:uured to said rear Wall. 

In testi Jih(ony Whe]'e()f, I h:a we hereunto set 
]))y hand. 

WIILILIAM IDUNN. 
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